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The wait is over for fans wanting to watch After 2 online. The sequel to teen drama After, called After We Collided is now available to stream on Amazon Prime. Fans can't wait for Netflix to drop After 2 Credit: Voltage Pictures How can I watch After We Collided in the UK? For American fans After 2 dropped on US Netflix on December 22, 2020. For
UK viewers, it is now available to watch on Amazon Prime. Fans are excited to see a second instalment of After We CollidedCredit: Voltage Pictures Who's in the cast of After 2? As per the first film, Tessa is played by Josephine Langford and Hardin is played by Hero Fiennes Tiffin. Other cast members include: John Jackson Hunter as young Hardin
Louise Lombard as Trish Daniels Dylan Sprouse as Trevor Matthews Candice King as Kimberly Charlie Weber as Christian Vance Max Ragone as Smith Vance Selma Blair as Carol Young Shane Paul McGhie as Landon Gibson Rob Estes as Ken Scott Karimah Westbrook as Karen Scott Viewers will probably learn more about Hardin's past in After
2Credit: Voltage Pictures What can fans expect from the sequel of After? Book plot spoilers below! After We Collided is based on a book series. The story continues looking at the turbulent relationship between Tessa and Hardin. However, Tessa finds things too complicated and comes up against a dilemma that could impact their relationship. As of
yet we don't know how closely After 2 will stick to the book, in which we see the couple break up and get back together. The book gives more insight into Hardin's past, so it's likely the film will explore this too. In the book, Tessa is tempted by a new man, Trevor Mathews (played by Dylan Sprouse), who treats her in a healthier way than Hardin does.
She's also focusing on school and an internship - so it's likely her energies being directed here will drive a wedge between the young love interests. Is there an After 2 trailer? Yes, the trailer can be found below. If the trailer is anything to go by, the next film will be even raunchier than the first. An appearance from Dylan Sprouse has got viewers
particularly excited. Check out the hot new trailer for After We Collided starring Hero Fiennes Tiffin By Nestor Rizhniak/Shutterstock Netflix is a great place to find your next thrill. With recent uploads Netflix now has a great collection of scary movies. Here are the top picks. Ever since its initial rapid increase in popularity, Netflix has become a first
choice for avid movie watchers. With the expansion of various categories such as action movies, comedies and horror films, the quantity and quality of movies on Netflix is second to none. Horror films in particular have skyrocketed in popularity on Netflix due to the accessible nature of the streaming service. Whether you’re looking to bathe in the
adrenaline of a dramatic jumpscare or profoundly appreciate the complexity of psychological thrillers, Netflix has endless possibilities and options for the horror film fanatic.The RitualThis 2017 horror film is set in the Scandinavian wilderness and embraces traditional forest horror folklore and adds a modern punch. Directed by David Bruckner, the
film introduces a very creative twist on monster creatures and follows the psychological endeavors of a group of college friends, reunited by the tragic passing of their old friend. The ConjuringThe Conjuring follows the story of Ed and Lorraine Warren (played by Patrick Wilson and Vera Farmiga) as they investigate a supernatural presence in a runof-the-mill farmhouse. Adopting a popular theme of “Ghostbusting” in television and film, The Conjuring caters to the curious crowd by expanding theories on paranormal investigation, all whilst supporting the screenplay with an eerie soundtrack and opportunistic yet unpredictable jumpscares. CargoEveryone knows a father will do whatever it takes
to protect his daughter. Despite the stigma surrounding zombie movies, Cargo manages to import surprisingly fresh and creative twists to the exhausted post-apocalyptic genre. Impressive zombie costumes and a rather touching story foundation and enticing landscape videography all contribute to this Australian film’s success. HellraiserThis iconic
1987 film has stood the test of the time and continues to impress even in recent years. Endowed with a very unique and creative storyline, along with phenomenal special effects, Hellraiser incorporates many ingenious elements while following the story of Frank (played by Sean Chapman) who opens a portal to hell and must face serious
consequences. Children of the CornVisualizing a Stephen King short story is nothing short of difficult and Children of the Corn pays the utmost respect to King’s literary prowess. This film converts profound contextual topics such as absolute religion and cult followings to a cinematic horror masterpiece. Despite bordering on a parodical tone,
Children of the Corn presents very real thriller aspects and is sure to leave anyone creeped out. CubeAlthough many horror films aim to expand and improve on the trap room genre, none of them can hold a finger to the uniqueness and diversity of characters in Cube. Several people awake in a cube room and must find a way out. The ingenuity
presented in the setting of scenes and resolutions makes this 1997 film a must-watch. Gerald’s GameAnother Stephen King adaptation proves to be well worth the watch. Handcuffed to her bed after the sudden death of her husband, a woman succumbs to the voices and noises inside her subconscious. This movie explores the deep psychological
notions of our mind and creates suspense and eerie effects without overwhelming the viewer with many different elements. The result entails many sleepless nights for the viewer as they ponder the inner workings of the human psyche. View this post on Instagram ?Gerald’s Game (2017) ↯ ⇢[Rating] 2.5/5 ↯ ⇢[Genre] drama, horror, thriller ↯ ⇢[Plot]
A woman is handcuffed to the bed to spice up her marriage but her husband suddenly dies ↯ ⇢[Character] Great acting ↯ ⇢[Feelings] This movie turned out to be so much darker than I thought it would be. I realized after this movie that this is a Stephen King book. I thought the dialogue with her husband was kind of slow throughout the movie, so I
skipped those parts but I never expected those parts about her father. I was surprised, and it turned dark so fast after that. The cutting part was really hard to watch too cause it was so real. I’m glad the movie ended with her finding herself and opening up about child abuse. I was a bit confused about the ending, and the weird looking guy, but after
reading the explanations, I understand the metaphors and her last line…which was “you’re so much smaller than I remember.” What a great line ↯ ⇢[Recommend?] Yeah there’s a lot of symbolism in this film. Also guys don’t judge me for watching this lmao ↯ “I’m writing this letter with my right hand, nestled snug in its frictionless burn glove. Three
skin grafts later, it still doesn’t work quite right, and it still hurts to write. But that’s good. This letter should hurt to write.” A post shared by Reviews (@linglingmovies) on Aug 31, 2018 at 3:40am PDT Cabin FeverCatering to the younger, adolescent audience, Cabin Fever provides germaphobes with their worst nightmare. As five college friends take
off for a trip to a cabin, they become prey to a flesh-eating bacteria and must suffer the consequences of the virus. Despite a relatively simple plot, this horror film incorporates classic elements such as impressive gore effects and relatable characters. MORE FROM BLOGLINES After We Fell – Picture: Voltage Pictures Netflix is going to receive the
third movie entry in the adult fiction movie franchise starring Josephine Langford and Hero Fiennes-Tiffin including the US. Some regions have already received the movie but when will it be on Netflix in other regions. Here’s an updated guide to when we’re expecting the Netflix release date for After We Fell. Based on the novel After by Anna Todd,
the film franchise has become an unexpected juggernaut over the past few years with Voltage Pictures distributing. The first movie, After, was released in 2019 with its follow-up After We Collided released last year. Netflix in many regions already carry both movies. The third entry is directed by Castille Landon and here’s what you can expect: “Just
as Tessa makes the biggest decision of her life, everything changes. Revelations about her family, and then Hardin’s, throw everything they knew before in doubt and makes their hard-won future together more difficult to claim.” When is the Netflix release date for After We Fell? At the moment, we don’t have full confirmation as to every Netflix
region getting After We Fell but some regions are currently already showing a Netflix release date of October 21st, 2021. This includes Netflix in the Philippines and India. In the United States, we were expecting the movie to arrive before the end of the year. In the case of After We Fell, the movie began showing theatrically on September 30th
therefore the logical conclusion is that it’ll hit Netflix US on November 30th. As we now know, that hasn’t come to pass, and instead, After We Fell has been confirmed to release on Netflix in the United States on January 17th, 2022. It's all led to this… After We Fell arrives January 17 on Netflix (in The US) pic.twitter.com/2fF8HaRiwM — Netflix
(@netflix) December 14, 2021 Netflix Canada should receive the third film but likely not until early next year. After We Fell movie poster Where will After We Fell be on Netflix? Not all regions of Netflix will get After We Fell and the chances are, if you didn’t receive the first two movies, you won’t be getting the third. Regions expected to receive After
We Fell includes: Netflix US Turkey India Malaysia Philippines Japan Thailand Hong Kong As you may know, Amazon Prime Video carries the rights in a couple of regions including France and the United Kingdom. That is confirmed to continue with After We Fell and After Ever Happy. Will there be a fourth After movie? Yes, the fourth movie of After
is already in production which is called After Ever Happy. The movie began production back-to-back with After We Fell so is already complete. The good news is that it’s set to come in 2022 meaning we’ll have more news on the fourth (and possibly final?) entry next year. Are you looking forward to watching After We Fell on Netflix? Let us know in
the comments.
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